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WAVEMETER.

A HETERODYNE OSCILLATOR FOR 180 TO 220 METRES.
Now that 200 metres is being adopted for amateur experimental working it
becomes necessary to construct a wavemeter operating on this wavelength.
Special signals are periodically transmitted from 6 XX with which this
wavemeter may be calibrated.
By Maurice Child.
WITH the increasing use by
experimenters of wavelengths
of the order of 180 to 220
metres, both for transmission
and reception, it is of great assistance to
quick and accurate work to be able to
adjust the apparatus employed to the
required
wavelength, as much
iimm
time^is ^
^

work to the dimensions given as closely as
possible.
The first operation is to mark out the
panel after having squared it up and well
rubbed it down to remove any roughness
on the surface.
The writer having the necessary workshop
facilities built up
his own variable
condenser, thereby

perimenter is not
Ebonite panel.
Interior
of
short
wave
hheterodyne
erodyne wavemeter. The
able to construct
Interior
of
short
wave
4 terminals.
^erfor
lined with copper foil.
his own variable
interior of
of the
the cose
case nis lined
4 valve brass
condenser he should
sockets.
6-plat6 variable condenser (3 moving and 3 get one made, but it is advisable to avoid
fixed plates).
those types with top and bottom plates
0-01 fiF fixed condenser.
of metal as too much space will be taken
Ebonite former or tube 2^ in. diameter.
up and additional capacity effects and losses
Copper foil for lining box.
Copper foil for making up small fixed condenser. may occur.
Telephone jack.
The inductances consist of two coils
Small switch for filament circuit of valve. wound in the same direction and with ^ in.
Quantity of No. 28 S.W.C. D.S.C. copper wire.
Anti-capacity extension handle for variahl© spacing between them on the ebonite tube
condenser.
which can be fitted with a wooden plug at
The circuit arrangements will be seen from one end to which a small brass angle bracket
Fig. 1. In building up the instrument it can be screwed for fixing it to the panel.
is necessary to bear in mind that very small The grid circuit coil consists of 25 turns of
variations in the value of the inductances, No. 26 S.W.G. double silk covered copper
variable condenser and small fixed condenser wire and the plate circuit coil of 37 turns
are sufficient to cause large errors in wave- of the same wire. The turns should occupy
range and therefore the reader is advised to a space of | in, and | in, respectively
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L.T. batteries, the variation in position of
which is found to slightly influence the
wavelength calibration unless the above
precaution is taken.
Sufficient energy gets in and out from the
instrument through the ebonite top which
is unscreened. It is for this reason that
an extension handle is desirable for very
fine measurements.
For the final accurate calibration, the
experimenter should employ the special
signals sent from time to time from the
Radio Society of Great Britain's station on
sufficient power to be heard all over the
British Isles with a single valve receiver.
For the method of doing this, application
should be made to the Secretary of the
T. and R. Section of the Society, to which
anyone may belong without formality -beyond the payment of a nominal subscription.
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The finished wavemeter.

PATENT ABSTRACTS.
Crystal Detectors.
There are a number of types of crystal
detector. With some it is an easy matter
to obtain that delicate adjustment which is
so necessary when detectors employing a
form of cat-whisker are employed, and with
others, adjustments are difficult and erratic.

which is held by the spring {7}. The contact
wire may be moved up and down or sideways.
Variable Condensers.
An interesting sort of condenser, which
may be of use in experimental work, is shown
in principle in Fig. 2.*
One plate of the condenser consists of a
wire or metal core (1). The dielectric (2)
may consist of a braiding or sleeving, or any
of the usual insulating materials. The
second plate of the condenser consists of a
metal wire or strip (3} wrapped over the
dielectric (2), and the ends are held by the
clips (4). The capacity may be varied by
changing the number of turns in the helix (3)
or by expanding or contracting the helix by

Fig. 1.
A form of crystal detector which, it is
claimed, allows of easy adjustment,* is shown
in Fig. i. The crystal is held between the
pillar (3) and the cup {2). The cup is carried
by a rod which passes through the pillar (1),
and may be rotated or moved endways.
The contact wire is carried by a rod at (4),
and the rod passes through the piece (6),
. 'British Patent, 207,328, by W. C. J. Schlie.

turning one of the clips (4). A condenser of
this sort may be used as a neutralising condenser in a Neutrodyne receiver, and in any
circuit where a small capacity is required, for
example, a grid condenser.
W.J.
'British Patent 207,649, by W. J. Brown, H. G.
Bell, and Metropolitan Vickere, Ltd.
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to an average receiving valve is of the order
of 25 ; both very desirable characteristics,
to be sure. The transformer is certainly
quite excellent.
The second low frequency transforner, 8
(a Marconi Scientific Instrument Co. transformer) has a low turn ratio, and is easily
able to safely carry the heavier currents
present in the second stage of note magnification.
A dry cell unit (21) consisting of two
small dry cells is joined in the grid circuit
of V4. The grid bias of 3 volts is satisfactory
when an " R " type valve with 100 to 120
high-tension voltage is employed.
V3

3

6

V£
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circuits, jacks, fixed condensers and low
frequency transformers with those units
removed. Any fairly heavy gauge tinned
copper connecting wire such as No. 18 or
No. 16 is satisfactory, and besides being
easy to handle, looks pleasing. I found
myself that heavy gauge square connecting
wire is a little difficult to handle, more
especially those connections terminating at
jack contacts. Use the wiring diagram.
Tig. 4.
When the wiring of the apparatus on the
baseboard, and the jacks, resistances, and
reaction variometer is accomplished, the
condenser-transformer units may be assem-
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Fig. 2. Rear view of the receiver with the case removed. ' The parts are labelled as follows : tuning condensers
1, 2 arid 3 ; high frequency transformers 4, 5 and 6 ; valve Fj operates as a dual amplifier, V2 as a high
frequency amplifier, V3 as detector and Vt as a note magnifier ; note magnifier transformer, 8 ; transformer
in the dual circuit, 9 ; reaction variometer 7 ; detector valve jack 24 ; note magnifier jack 23 ; grid bins battery
21 ; grid condenser and leak 15 and 14.
Setting Up and Wiring.
I suggest the work is carried through in
the following order : construct the high
frequency transformers and fit them to the
end plates of the variable condensers ; construct the reaction variometer ; if the components detailed above are to be used,
mark out the panel and baseboard; fix
all the components, using the lay-out of
Figs. 4 and 5 ; alternatively, fasten the ebonite
panel to the wooden baseboard with the
brackets, arrange the components to their
best advantage, mark their position, and
then drill the panel and assemble. When
satisfied with the fixing of all components,
remove the condenser-transformer units.
It is very much easier to wire the filament

bled and wired. There is a fair amount of
room between the components, and wiring
is a straightforward matter provided it is
carried out without undue haste. Notice
that the two neutralising condensers are
connected between the tappings from the
second and third high-frequency transformers and the grids of the first and second
valves. No connection is made with the
tapping of the first transformer.
Operation.
When the wiring is finished, insert all the
valves and join up the filament heating
battery according to the connections to the
connection strip of Fig. 3. The valves Vj,
V2 and V3, should light, and when the tele-
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THE

MYERS

WE have recently tested two
types of the " Myers " valve
submitted to us by Messrs.
Cunningham & Morrison, of
49, Warwick Road, Earl's Court, one designed to work from
^ two
cepS)
an(j
another known as the
" Universal."
This
f.gl
i latter is an ordinary
hot filament type.
Both valves present
the same outward
appearance, and the
first point to claim
attention is the mounting, which is quite
|
p
unique. The bulb is
| a
tubular in shape and
\V j X
is fitted with a cap
' " T I «
at either end, through
v
which the wires to the
MX-#
electrodes are taken,
y, *,,»
two being let through
yjaj*-j*
each end. This method
of construction results
in low capacity, but of
i course necessitates a
drilling template supplied facilitates panel
mounting
however.
Another point worthy
A " Myers " valve.

February 6, 1924

VALVE.

betwt
between filament current voltage and emission is
i shown in Fig. iB. Fig. iA gives the
anod<
anode current grid volts characteristic, from
whicl
which it will be seen that the tube has
a magnification
maj
factor of 10 and a resistance

7
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/
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^
/
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Fig. 1.4.

Fig. IB.

of 30,000
ohms. It will be noted that the
of
3c
chara
characteristics are straight for an appreciable
range
range, and thus the valve should function
well as a low frequency amplifier.
As regards the " Universal," a similar
discr<
discrepancy appears with regard to filament
volts and amps. This is shown in Fig. 2B.
Fig. 2A gives the anode current grid volt
chara
characteristics of this valve, which shows a
magnification factor of 7 and a resistance of
magr
27,00
27,000 ohms. Here again the characteristics,
particularly the 100 and 120 volt curves, are
parti'
strai^
straight over a very extended range.
Co
Correctly adjusted, the valve should
easil}
easily fulfil the claim of rendering perfect
ampl
amplification

note, and applicable
to both types of
valve, is the extremely
nigged nature of construction. The electrodes are rigidly anchored together and are
of such dimensions as to ensure freedom
from microphonic noises, a point of extreme
importance when dealing with
multi-stage amplifiers. As to
electrical behaviour, and dealing
,
,
with the dry cell valve first, we
^
/find from a pamphlet issued that
|
/ /
/
the normal filament current is
l.\ _
/_/_
0-25 ampere, but the tube on
'/\
/ / /
J
which our tests were made gave
I / / /
no emission at this figure, and
^
to obtain a saturation emission
V/''/ // /
of 4 milliamps, the filament
current had to be increased to
^
0-45 of an ampere. The relation
Fig. 1A.

Fig. 2B.
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What can be done in Gzecho-Slovakia.
for the reception of the various classes of vocal,
Almost all the
stations can be heard in instrumental and orchestral
selections.
Czeeho-Slovakia on a loud speaker, according to
We understand that 44 Sparta" loud speakers
a report which we have received from an enthusiastic are being demonstrated at Selfridges, Harrods,
amateur residing near Prague. 2 LO and 2 ZY Carnages and at the Company's London Depot,
are heard best, but our correspondent adds that, 58, High Street, W.C.2.
at the moment of writing, speech from the Calibration Signals.
Glasgow station could be heard in the headphones
6 XX, the station of the Radio Society of Great
lying on the table.
Britain at Hammersmith, will transmit calibration
The receiver at present consists of a detector signals
(V's) beginning after midnight (G.M.T.) on
with two stages of low frequency amplification, Wednesday,
February 6th, and alternate nights
though the British stations were originally heard until February
14th, as follows : 2400 to 0005, on
with a galenit© crystal and one stage of L.F. No about 220 metres;
to 0015, on about 180
doubt much of our correspondent's success is metres ; 0020 to 0025,C010
about 150 metres ; 0030
attributable to the size of his aerial, which measures to 0035, on about 120 on
metres ; at 0040, a message.
325 feet in length, and is 60 feet high.
At about 0015 a series of code words will be sent
" Music from the Skies."
on about 180 metres, with gradually diminishing
This title adorns the cover of an extremely antenna current. A record of the antenna current
attractive brochure which has just been issued corresponding to each code word will be kept, and
by Messrs. the Marconi Scientific Instrument published later. Everyone who notes down the
Co., Ltd. A number of handsome illustrations last code word he is able to receive will thereby
of the Company's well-known broadcasting receivers obtain an indication of the sensitiveness of his apis included, accompanied by interesting letterpress. paratus, and of the effect of his geographical position.
J

W;

f

Our photoyruph shows the company assembled at the annual dinner of the Radio Society of Great Britain>
held at the Waldorf Hotel, London, on Wednesday, January 23rd.
of automatic time signals has been inaugurated, the
signals being transmitted by landline from Greenwieh to 2 LO, and thence broadcast in the usual
manner. The times of transmission are at present
3.30 p.m. and 9.30 p.m. on weekdays and 10 p.m.
on Sundays. Clock beats begin at 55 seconds and
finish On the minute.
A Loud Speaker Development.
The latest arrival in the ranks of loud speakers
is the " Sparta," manufactured by that well-known
firm, Messrs. Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd..
Two models are being marketed, and Type B
embodies a unique feature in the form of an, additional control, permitting six different adjustments
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An
informal meeting of the Society will be held
•^
mformal
on Wednesday, February 13th, at 6 p.m., at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place,
W.C.2. A discussion will be opened by Mr. J.'H.
J. H.
Reeves, M.A., on " Fine Wire Coils as an Aid to
Distortionless Reception."
Anmml Dnnfet-prn-e
AfflHateH Societies.
Annual
Conference nf
of Affiliated
it has been proposed to hold the postponed
Conference of Affiliated Societies in the week
beginning February 25th next. To some members
Saturday, March 1st, would be convenient, but it is
believed that others may prefer Wednesday,
February 27th, Will Secretaries of Societies or
prospective Delegates kindly advise the Hon.
Secretary at 63, Victoria Street of their preference
before February 8th.
on
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presiding, it was decided to form a
Inductance." By aid of the blackboard
Westminster Wireless and Experimental
society to be known as the " Bangor and
Asaocialion,
Mr. Austin was able to simplify matters
District Radio Society," the membership
" Induction Coils and X-Ray Work "
considerably, and worked out several
fees being tentatively fixed at 10s. for
formed the subject of an informative
examples.
adult and ss. for junior members.
There are still vacancies in the Society
lecture given by Mr. G. A. Phillips on
The appointment of president was
January 15th.
for genuine experimenters. Full pardeferred, but Mr. W. E. Williams was
A two-valve reflex circuit was
ticulars can be obtained from tbe Hon.
appointed Vice-Presinent, Mr, J. Cecil
Sec., Arthur H, Bird, 35, Bellwood Road,
demonstrated by the Chairman, Mr. J.
Hughes-Roberts, Hon. Secretary, and
Waterfall, excellent results without an
Waverley Park, Nunhead, S.E.X5.
aerial beiog obtained on the loud speaker.
All enthusiasts in the Westmiuster
district are invited to become members
of the Society.
Hoo. Sec,, J. Dove, 77, Pimlioo Road,
S.W.i.
Belvedere, Erith and District Radio and
Scientilic Society.
The sixth of a series of elementary
lectures was given by Mr. S. G. Meadows,
on Monday, January 14th. The lecturer
dealt with the most popular dual circuits,
describing how to build them up by means
of blackboard illustrations. Several reflex
circuits, he said, were unsuitable for
broadcast reception on account of their
instability, being liable to break into
oscillation if the crystals were not properly
set.
On Friday, January i8tb, Mr. R. G,
Herschell lectured on the electrification
of the L.S.W. section of the Southern
Railway, his remarks being illustrated
by an excellent series of lantern slides.
Hon. Sec., S. G. Meadows, 110, Bexley
Road, Erith, Kent.
Baftersea and District Radio Society.
An iustructive and entertaining lecture
on " Television " was given on January
17th by Mr, G. A, Walter, of Messrs. The
General Radio Co. By means of the
blackboard the lecturer gave his audience
some interesting and useful information
regarding transmitting and receiving
the light rays which render television
possible.
A series of instructional lectures by
The experimental receiving station 0/ Mr. C. A. Marlowe, of Whalley
prominent manufacturers is being arRange, Manchester. The three-valve instrument on the left receives,
ranged, the first taking place on
besides British broadcasting, the transmissions from Berlin, Paris,
January 31st, and delivered by Messrs.
and Brussels. Quick interchange of circuits is provided for by the
Fullers. All interested are given a hearty
welcome. Particulars of membership
experimental panel in the centre.
can be obtained from the Hon. Sec.,
Thos. M. Notris, 39, Waixiner Gardens,
Battersea, S.W.n.
Mr. Walter Hotsley, B.Sc., Hon.
University College School Radio Society,
Treasurer.
Formed over a year ago, this Society
Had Green Radio Society.
The drafting of the Rules was entrusted
has
a
steadily
increasing
membership
A well attended meeting took place on
to a Committee comprising the officials
now exceeding fifty.
Wednesday, January 16th, when Mr.
and
Messrs. Wright, Watkinson, J.
In
addition
to
constructing
a
threeJ. L. Owen gave an interesting lecture
Morris (Central School), J. Fielding, O. N.
valve set, the members have had the
dealing with the chemistry of ceils and
Roberts,
D. Senogles, A. R. Brooks,
opportunity
of
hearing
several
instructive
accumulators.
and D. Mountfort. It was also decided
lectures given by Captain A. Hinderlich,
It has been decided that ^ the Society
to
have
a
workshop attached to the
M.A.,
and
by
Mr.
Keith
N.
V.
Rogers,
shall meet weekly in future, instead of on
Society for the use and instruction of
whose demonstration of an " Armstrong
the first and third Wednesdays of the
members
and
to arrange classes and
Super"
receiver
roused
great
interest.
month, as at present.
lectures.
" Dual Amplification" has been disHon. Sec., F. C. Rushton, J93, Robin
The
proceedings
throughout were full
coursed
upon
by
Mr.
F.
D.
Chard,
and
Hood Lane, Hall Green, Birmingham.
of enthusiasm and augured well for
an excellent series of _" Beginners'
success.
Meetings
will
be held at the
lectures"
has
been
provided
by
Mr.
Dnlwich and District Wireless and
Y.M.C.A. on Wednesdays in future, at
S. K. Lewer (6LI).
Experimental Association.
7.30
p.m.,
and
intending
members should
Hon.
Sec.,
F.
D.
Chard,
University
At the headquarters of the above
send their names to the Hon. Sec. as
College School, Hampstead.
Association, on January 7th, the attracsoon
as
possible.
tion of the evening was provided by
Brighton and Hove Radio Society.
Hon. Secretary, J. C. Hughes-Roberts,
Mr. Harrie King, who delivered a lecture
" The Manufacture of Wireless Valves "
3, Snowdon Villas, Bangor.
and demonstration entitled " The Hinton
was
the title of an interesting lecture
Receiver." The lecturer was ably assisted
given by Mr. Wade, of the MarconiWandswoith Wireless Society.
at the blackboard by Mr. J, Barrett.
Osram Valve Co., on Thursday, January
The Society held a very enjoyable social
( A full programme for the 1924 season
17th,
All
types'
of
valves,
from
the
afternoon
at the " Pavilion,' Lavender
is now ready, and full information will
smallest receiving valve to the most
Hill, Battersea, on Sunday, January X3th,
be readily supplied to all interested, by
powerful
transmitter,
were
described
by
kind
permission
of Capt. E. S. Davis.
the Hon. Sec., Harrie King, 2, Henslowe
m their different stages of construction,
A most agreeable surprise was the
Road, East Dulwich, S.E.22,
and through the courtesy of the Marconimusical
talent
present
in the Society, a
Osram Valve Co., the processes were
very excellent programme being provided.
The Radio Research Society.
clearly
explained
with
the
aid
of
some
Considerable
interest
was
aroused by a
Two instructive lectures were given on
excellent lantern slides.
lecture from Capt. Davis, on " AccumuJanuary 16th. The first, on " AccumuHon.
Sec.,
D.
F.
Underwood,
58,
lator
Charging
from
A.C.
Mains,"
lators," was delivered by Mr. A. Simmonds,
Southdown Avenue, Brighton.
The programme concluded at 6 p.m.
who dealt exliaustively with the subject,
and was followed by tea in the Lounge Hall.
The Bangor and District Radio Society.
and explained the cause of many of
Hon. Sec., F. V. Copperwbeat, WandsAt a well attended public meeting
our troubles.
worth, Technical Institute, High Street,
held at the Y.M.C.A. on Thursday
The second lecture was given by Mr.
Wandsworth, S.W.18
evening, Mr. W. E. Williams, B.Sc.,
R, S. Austin on " Methods of Calculating
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KDKA
EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON THE RELAYING OF AMERICAN
BROADCASTING.
By W. J. Brown, B.Sc.,
Research Department, Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.
IN view of the interest which has been
shown in the recent relaying of the
American Broadcasting station KDKA
in this country, an account of the
experimental work which made this possible
should be of interest to readers of The

are the result of a tremendous amount
of preliminary experimental work, all of
which has been carried out by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
of East Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.,
in co-operation with the Metropolitan-
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The Transmitter at KDKA, East Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
An aerial energy of 1 kW., corresponding to an input of 30 kW., is obtainable.
Wireless World and Radio Review. As is
well known, the KDKA transmissions have
been made on a wavelength of ioo metres.
It is not, however, so well known that they

Vickers Electrical Company, of Trafford
Park, Manchester. A great deal of work
has been carried out by the two companies
concerned, with the sole object of making
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adjustments. However, on the following
night all listeners in Great Britain were
able ^ to listen to a fairly successful relay
of Pittsburg.
Immediately following the first re-radiation
of KDKA, the Metropolitan-Vickers Company
conducted a series of relaying tests with a
view to gauging the success of the method,
and it is proposed here to indicate briefly
the results achieved during this period.
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or three occasions relaying commenced
shortly after n p.m. The best relaying
was, however, carried out in the early
hours of the morning, between 4 a.m.
and 7 a.m. The results obtained at these
hours were in fact sometimes extraordinarily
good, approaching perfection almost as
closely as do the straightforward broadcasting transmissions.
On one night a
complete evening programme was relayed.
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The Studio at KDKA.
During the period of seven or eight days
relaying was carried out for an aggregate
time of eighteen hours. A very large number
of reports were received from listeners,
many of them coming from the Continent,
the re-radiation being distinctly heard as
far off as Switzerland. This is considered
a very creditable performance, since the
power input to the transmitter at 2 AC is
about one half the average power of an
ordinary broadcasting station. On two

commencing with some items by the Westinghouse band at 11.20 p.m., and finishing
with the relaying of the Arlington time
signals at 3 p.m.
Comparing these results with those which
might have been obtained using the normal
300-500 metre waveband, it could fairly
safely be assumed that reception on the
latter waveband would not have been good
enough for relaying more than two or three'
hours a week. Also such relaying could not
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possibilities of further improvements which
are almost certain to take place we may
look forward to a day, probably not very
far distant, when the British public as a
whole will be able to listen to American
" late news," to hear famous American

have started until well after midnight,
which alone is sufficient to render the 300-500
metre transmission useless for regular relaying purposes in Great Britain.
It should, be understood, of course, that
even the 100 metre signals do not yet give
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The experimental receiving equipment of 2 AG near Manchester.
sufficiently good reception for relaying to
take place as a regular thing, but on the
other hand it may be claimed that these
100 metre experiments have considerably
increased the chances of relaying. With the

speakers, and to enjoy American entertainments. There is no need here to enlarge
upon the value of these experiments which
may ultimately lead to the establishment
of such a service.

CALIBRATION SIGNALS FROM 6 XX.
In the early morning of Thursday, February 14th,
At about 0045 a series of code words will be sent
a series of calibration signals will be transmitted on about 180 metres, with gradually diminishing
from 6 XX, the station of the Radio Society of antenna current. A record of the antenna current
Great Britain. The times of transmission of these corresponding to each code word will be kept and
signals (a succession of Vs) are as follows ; 2400 to published later. Everyone who notes down the
0005, on about 220 metres ; 0010 to 0015, on about last code word he is able to receive will thereby
180 metres; 0020 to 0025, on about 150 metres; obtain an indication of the sensitiveness of his
0030 to 0035, on about 120 metres.
apparatus, and of the effect of his geographical
At 0040 a message will he transmitted.
position.
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COILS.

SOME NEW COILS FOR SHORT WAVE RECEPTION.
By F. H. Haynes.
CONSIDERABLE attention is now
being given to reception on wavelengths of the order of 8o to 220
metres, which necessitates the introduction of specially designed circuits
and modifications in the construction
of the receiving apparatus. Foremost among
the difficulties which present themselves
is that of building tuning coils possessing
a minimum of distributed capacity, a property which becomes most desirable when

making use of partially aperiodic windings
in aerial and high frequency amplifying
circuits.
TERMINAL STRIP,

Fig. 2. End view of H.F. transformer, showing the
method of supporting the windings away from the
former. The turns of the windings are spaced by
running on two wires together and removing one
when the requisite number of turns is complete.

Fig. I, A high frequency transformer suitable for use
in aerial and closed circuits or intervalve H.F. coupling
in a short wave receiver. The partially aperiodic
primary is the smaller outside winding.

An air spaced self-supporting coil is the
aim in short wave inductance design, and
the accompanying illustrations show coils
approaching this requirement. As the resistance increases with the frequency, comparatively large gauge wire with ample
surface area is desirable, which is also a
requirement with any self-supporting coil
in order that it may have the requisite
mechanical strength.
In an early attempt to build a short wave
aerial circuit transformer the arrangement
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 was adopted. The
secondary circuit is wound upon eight
narrow ebonite strips which are supported
around an ebonite cylinder, whilst the primary is carried upon a second layer of strips
resting on those which support the secondary
(Fig. 3). Slots are made in the under faces
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of the strips which take the primary in course, with dividers, but a quicker way is
order to give clearance to the secondary to coat the surface of the ebonite strip with
winding. When winding on the secondary, a layer of wax and then draw along it a
thread may be run on with the insulated
wire in order to slightly space the turns,
and removed when the winding is completed.
OO
Similarly, when winding the primary a pair
of wires paid off from two reels are wound
on together, and by removing one of these
wires even spacing results.
Something is gained by way of reduced
self-capacity by this method of conmethod of setting out evenly spaced
struction, and it is certainly more efficient Fig. 5. A simplepositions
for (he holes.
than an inductance wound upon the
face of a cylindrical former, though it
revolving clock wheel having sharply-pointed
teeth, and guided by a straight edge. All
of the dots thus made must be carefully
I. ii, ^
1-1 ^
^
-1
centre punched, remembering that one
Fig. 3. Ebonite spacing strips. A hollow on the slightly out of position may cause a hole
underside gives clearance to the windings.
to break into its neighbour or a turn of the
still has the disadvantage that it is difficult to finished inductance to appear conspicuously
make a number of soldered connections mis-spaced. The size of the hole depends
for tapping out the winding and, moreover, upon the gauge of the wire to be used,
as the strips which support the outside the diameter into which it is to be coiled,
winding are themselves supported by those and also, as will be seen later, upon the length
carrying the inside winding, it is not possible of the coil. 11 will not be necessary to build
to vary the coupling between the primary a coil of this sort less than 2 ins. in diameter.
and secondary inductances once they are
in position.

Fig, 4. Air spaced inductance with turns supported
by ebonite strips. The holes {1) are of a size to allmv
the wire to slide freely through them. Spacing (2)
may be as small as possible, but the holes must not be
so close together as to weaken the strip or to cause a
breaking away between the holes.
In overcoming these defects the coils
shown in Figs. 4, 6, 7 and 9 were evolved.
Ebonite strips having regularly spaced holes
support the turns. A convenient size for
these strips is | in. in width by 3/16 in.
in thickness. Some difficulty was experienced
in accurately setting out the positions for
the holes. It can be achieved quite well, of

Fig. 6. The completed coil suitable jor short wave
tuning.
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and thus the holes need not be unduly
large to allow for any great curvature.
On the other hand, if the number of turns
exceeds about 40, difficulty is experienced
in getting the turns on to' the strips, and
the size of the hole must be slightly greater
to reduce the friction between the strips

Fig. 9. .4 spiral inductance supported by similar
ebonite strips as employed, in building the solenoids.

Fig. 7. Short wave H.F. transformer. The
primary is 3|-" and the secondary 2J".
as they slide round on the turns of wire.
Holes made with a 5/64 in. drill will give
easy clearance for No. 18 S.W.G. for
moderately long solenoids.
For shorter
coils, 1/16 in. holes are suitable, whilst in the
case of the spiral where the curvature at
the centre is greater than with the solenoid,
and difficulties are experienced in flattening

Fig. 8. Suitable mounting piece.

and shaping, the coil holes should be 3/32 in.
The spacing between the holes varies
according to the gauge of the wire, and with
No. 18 S.W.G. may be 3/32 ins. from
centre to centre, while with Nos. 16 and
20 spacings of 7/64 ins. and 5/64 ins.
respectively are suitable. Having drilled
a strip which is to form one of four to support
a coil, it is essential for the holes in the other
three strips to be identically spaced, repeating
any small discrepancies that may have
occurred when making the first strip. This
can be done by using the first strip as
a template for the others, pinning it on to the
strip to be drilled with pieces of No. 16
S.W.G. tinned copper wire driven into 1/16 in.
holes. Holes are continued to within T/16 in.
of the ends of the strips.

Fig. TO. Slotted washer for spacing winding cheeks.
Two wires are wound on together to give a spaced spiral
formation. The slots in the washer prevent irregular
bends on the inner turns.
The method of building the coil is readily
apparent. A winding is made on a suitable
sized former with hard-drawn copper (not
bronze, which is too springy) wire. Ebonite
tube makes a suitable former. It is advisable
to previously straighten the wire by paying
out the required length and stretching it,
for the slightest bend in the wire will render
the building of the coil difficult. This preliminary winding is made with turns touching,
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keeping a good pull on the wire and taking gauge of the wire. Two holes are made in
care not to allow it to run slack until the one of the ebonite plates through which
coil is finished. Wearing a glove on the right the commencing ends of a pair of wires
hand will facilitate obtaining a secure grip are passed. Two small slots are made in
on the wire. The diameter of the former opposite sides of the spacing washer as
should be a little less than the required shown in Fig. 10 to prevent bumps appearing
diameter of the coil to allow for a slight in the beginning turns of the winding.
enlargement due to the springing open of The two wires, previously straightened by
the wire when it is removed from the former. stretching, are wound on to the requisite
It is now only necessary to thread one end number of turns, and then by the removal
of the wire on to the strips and proceed of the bolt or screw which holds the plates
to push them round the winding engaging together, the two spirals thus produced
the beginning end in one more hole on can be readily separated. The spiral must
every revolution. The turns still disengaged be kept quite flat as the strips are threaded
should be supported with the finger and thumb on and should it have a tendency to close
of the left hand, the finger being inside the up in a basket fashion the outside turns
coil, and at the same time gripping and must be made looser by unthreading,
A little thick .shellac varnish applied with
guiding the turns on to which the strips
are advancing. Any tendency for the coil a brush along the strips will hold them in
to become out of shape should he checked position on the turns of the wire. Alternaas the making is proceeded with, and riot tively ebonite end mounting pieces may be
left till the end, for by keeping the sides attached to hold the strips in position.
The coils may be mounted by ebonite
quite parallel it is easier to rotate the strips
pieces cut from 5/16 in. ebonite sheet to
on the wire.
For producing a variable coupling on the shape shown in Fig. 8.
This method of producing inductances
to solenoid wound coils, spiral inductances
are required. A number of spiral inductances, of high efficiency carries with it the adalso, when assembled together, produce vantage that tappings need not be made
a timing coil occupying less space than until the wiring-up stage of the instrument
the solenoid. To shape the wire for building is reached, and the tapping points can easily
a spiral (Fig. 9) it is necessary to make be readjusted after tests have been made
use of two plates of ebonite spaced by a with the completed instrument of which
washer having a thickness equal to the they may form part.
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THE FORMO
COMPANY'S WORKS.
Our photograph depicts one of
the automatic machine shops in
the works of the Formo Company,
which are situated at Cricklewood.
This portion of the factory is
concerned with the manufacture
of the screws, nuts, terminals, and
condenser and rheostat spindles
incorporated in the Formo wireless
products.
On the left will be seen the
screw slotting machines.
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installs poor apparatus, the assumption is that it of very great scientific interest, and it is this
is the amateur who must shut down. This, of Society which has brought it forward. I ask you
course, is a gratuitous asfmmptiom that the broad- to join with mo in giving a very hearty vote of
cast listener has a stronger right to install poor thanks to the President for his Address,
apparatus than the transmitter has to transmit
on a reasonably sharp wavelength. But it does Brig.-Gen. Sir Capel Holden.
not follow that because a man listens in to, is it
j have very great pleasure in seconding the vote
Uncle Jeff{?), that he is therefore a better citizen 0£ thanks so ably proposed by Sir Henry Jackson,
than an experimental transmitter. But that kind
of thing has always haunted scientific enquirers.
The vote of thanks was carried with acclamation.
Entertainment, for instance, is, to unthinking
people, much more important than any possible
The President then announced that all the new
good, national or social, that may flow from a members ballotted for had been elected, and that
scientific study or hobby. This has been the three new wireless societies bad been accepted
attitude of the crowd towards the discoverer and for affiliation,
investigator throughout all history. In all .such
cases those who know better have had to combine
and fight those who know nothing. In this particular case we are combining as a Society, but we
can only meet the unreasonable complaints of the
ill-equipped amusement seeker by our being
sufficiently strongly organised to demand impartial
enquiry and to ensure a just decision. On the
other hand we can meet the justifiable complaints
of the other users of wireless, and can obtain more
time for ourselves and clearer times for ourselves,
by getting every well-intentioned amateur to
join our Society or an Affiliated Society, and
after that establish a code of honour and a system
of self-discipline amongst ourselves.
Admiral Sir Henry Jackson.
I have great pleasure in welcoming Dr. Eccles
to the Presidential Chair again, and I am sure you
will all join with me in that. He began his lecture
by saying that he feared we should get bored by
hearing him lecture so often, but I think he is
wrong there. The more we hear him the better
we like it, because he is such a great authority on
the many subjects that he deals with. He has left
the scientific side alone this evening, and has given
us what I might call a monetary lecture. Ho has
also put it in such a humorous way that I think
we all appreciate it. Certainly I hope all those
who read this lecture will take note of what he has
said and see to do that which he so strongly
recommends. It is a great privilege to have a
lecture of this sort and to be told what the duties
of such a Society as ours is, and also what are the
duties of wireless users to the public in general.
We have learned what our duties are to-night, and
what is the duty of every individual, and I hope
what the President has said will go home. Dr.
Ecclea certainly did no more than give the due
credit to those amateurs who have carried out
those marvellous transatlantic tests. I personally
am one of those fishers in the ether to whom tho
President has referred. I do not put any spawn
in, but I try to get some fish out (laughter), and I
think it is a very nice analogy to compare fishers
in water with fishers in the ether as Dr. Eccles has
doao. I am particularly interested in the reference
to tho use of the 100 metres wave for transatlantic
communication, using the Austin-Cohen formula,
and if our honorary secretary would take some
steps to try and get more details of the various
factors that go to make up that Austin-Cohen
formula, it would be of very great value. If the
Radio Research Board can help in any way wo
shall be only too pleased to do so because it is
c
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transformer or choke reasonably small, equally well. A large anode voltage is
fine wire is used. The result of using many needed to compensate for the fall in volts
turns of fine wire is that the windings across the anode resistance. The amplificapossess capacity. Self-capacity and its tion obtained is limited to that of the valve,
effects may be minimised by increasing the and practically, about 70 per cent, of the
distance between wires and layers, by possible amplification is easily obtained,
reducing the induced voltages between
(2) A choke coupled amplifier may be
layers, or by reducing the length of the designed to amplify the frequencies necessary
winding.
for speech and music about equally well.
Transformers and chokes are therefore The anode voltage required is only that
often constructed with the turns spaced by normal to the valve, because the normal
running on cotton along with the wire. In drop in volts across the choke is negligible,
another construction, the self-capacity is The amplification obtained is limited to that
reduced by making the winding width small of the valve, and practically, about go per
compared with the winding depth.
cent, of the possible amplification is easily
Now the effect of self-capacity in the case obtained,
of a choke coil is to produce a winding which
(3) When a properly designed transformer
has a natural frequency,^ and as would be coupling is used, the frequencies necessary
expected, the amplification obtained will for speech and music are amplified fairly
be different for those frequencies in the equally, and there are several transformers
signal which correspond with or are near available which may be said, for practical
the natural frequency of the coil. Further, purposes, to have a fiat frequency characterthe higher frequencies will be partly carried istic. The anode voltage required is the
by the condenser so formed, so that the same as that required in the case of a choke
effective resistance of the choke to the coupling. The amplification obtainable lies
higher frequencies will be lower than it between twice and three times the voltage
would be if the self-capacity did not exist, amplification factor of the valve.
However, the variation between the
It will probably be agreed that provided
theoretical and actual amplification in the good transformers are employed, transformer
case of choke coils is not very great.
coupling offers considerable advantages. In
So far as the iron core is concerned, there some cases (for instance, a speech amplifier
are losses through hysteresis and eddy used between a microphone and the control
currents. The iron losses may be made valves of a transmitter, where it is essential
negligible by careful design and the use of to have the very best quality amplification)
low-loss iron or steel. Anode choke coils the advantages of resistance amplification
are usually made with a large number of may outweigh the disadvantages,
turns and an open core—i.e., the core is
generally not composed wholly of iron, but
consists partly of iron and an air gap.
The effect of the capacity of the windings
of intervalve transformers is generally not
negligible, even though the greatest care is
taken with the design. Many transformers
amplify some frequencies better than others,
due partly to the resonance effects.and to the
voltage transformation ratio varying with
the frequency. However, from curves which
have been published it would seem that
there are a few transformers which amplify
all the frequencies contained in speech and
music about equally well.
Summing Up :
(I) A resistance-capacity coupled amplifier
1 J
', i •, ■, , -1
,-r
,,
.
may be designed to amplify adr frequencies
{up to many thousands of cycles per second)

Pbo^ Jhows thf reiving apparcou* 0/
Mr. J. Steffensen, of JJenmark, who has been
very successful in the reception of many British
amateur transmissions.
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Year's Eve, is to become a permanent feature in
Irish Broadcasting.
The holders of hitherto illicit wireless seta in the the B.B.C. programmes. The probable times of
Irish Free State are rejoicing at the announcement this transmission are 7 p.m. and at the conclusion
made by the Postmaster-General on February 3rd of the evening programme on weekdays, and 3 p.m;
that licences are about to be issued pending the and 8 p.m. on Sundays.
further discussion of the whole problem of broad- An Amateur in Luxembourg.
Signals from a Luxembourg station with the
casting in Dail Kireann.
By this happy stroke of genius the authorities call sign 1JW were intercepted on January 27th,
have saved themselves a good deal of unpleasantness by Mr. J. W. Hefferman, of Liverpool. Reports
and trouble, and they will now be free to probe the are welcomed from other readers who have hoard
broadcasting question in a spirit of dignity and this station.
leisure. If Dail Eireann will now permit the The Faraday Medal.
establishment of a broadcasting station in Dublin,
The Council of the Institution of Electrical
it is probable that listeners-in will gladly allow the Engineers have made the third award of the
authorities to carry on their consideration of the Faraday Modal to Dr. S. Z. de Ferranti, a past
broadcasting question ad infinilum.
President of the Institution.
Dr. Ferranti was a pioneer in the supply of
An Interim Report.
The committee appointed by Dail Eireann to electricity and his early grasp of the fundamental
consider broadcasting in the Irish Free State issued principles of electric power supply have had a
an interim report on January 31st. In the main profound influence not only in this country but
the report advocates that broadcasting should be all over the world.
mig
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[Barretts.
The apparatus recently installed at 2 LO for the transmission of time signals. It is actuated by line wire.
connection with the Observatory at Greenwich.
kept rigorously under national control, and that
private interests should not be allowed a monopoly
of transmission.
An Anomaly.
In the light of regulations forbidding the exploitation of broadcast programmes for private
gain, it is interesting that the following paragraph
should appear in the current issue of the official
organ of the British Broadcasting Company
" A PENNYWORTH OF WIRELESS.—Do you
know that you can havo five minutes of a broadcasting
programme for the small sum of one penny ? In an
old-fashioned inn, near Westminster Abbey, there
is installed a wireless set, and visitors, on payment
of the small sum mentioned, are allowed to hear
whatever the B.B.C. may happen to bo transmitting
at the moment."
Broadcasting Big Ben.
The broadcasting of the chimes of Big Ben,
which was so successfully carried out on New

Hafoa Variety of dmt ^Britain.
Radio Society of Great Britain.
An Ordinary General Meeting of the Society will
be held at 6 p.m. (tea 5.30), on Wednesday,
February 27th, at the Institution of Electrical
Engineers. " A Practical Demonstration of some
applications of the Cathode Ray Osciilograph " will
be given by Mr. N. V. Kipping. Among the applications to be demonstrated are the following :—
(1) Charting of thermionic valve characteristics ;
(2) Study of percentage modulation in a transmitting circuit; (3) Examination of wave-forms ;
(4) Accurate frequency calibration (two methods);
(5) Hysteresis curves.
Conference of Affiliated Societies,
The postponed Conference of Affiliated Radio
Societies is to be held on Saturday, March 1st, at
2 p.m., at the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2.
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The Wireless Instrument Testing Department.
A VISIT TO
THE STERLING WORKS
A VISIT was paid to the works of
the Sterling Telephone & Electric
Co., at Dagenham, on Wednesday,
January 30th, by invitation of
Mr. Guy Bumey, managing director. The
invitation was extended to representatives of
the technical electrical and wireless press.
On arrival at the works the party was
introduced to Mr. Max Lawrence, works
manager, and were entertained to luncheon.
A visit of inspection was then made to the
principal sections of the works, though in
view of the fact that the works cover a total
area of some 12 acres, and that many of the
sections visited were of so much interest,
far more time was spent than had been
anticipated in the programme, and it was
by no means easy to make a complete tour of
the works in the time available.
It will be remembered that the manufacture of wireless apparatus only forms a
part of the activities of this company, their
principal business being the production of
telephone apparatus of all kinds, largely for
the requirements of the General Post Office.
Their interest in the production of wireless
apparatus is really only of recent date, but
the experience which they have of the
manufacture of telephone apparatus has been
of the utmost use in assisting in the development of the wireless side of their business.
The Sterling receivers for broadcast reception are so well known that they need not
be referred to in detail here, but special
mention may be made of the Threeflex

receiver, which is a comparatively new
product, and is a three-valve receiver
employing dual amplification.
It is interesting to note in passing that
where the sets are finally tested, 23 aerials
are employed, with special precautions in
order to avoid mutual interference. The
neatness of wiring and general finish of the
apparatus is particularly noticeable, and can
no doubt be attributed largely to the long
experience of this company in the manufacture of telephone apparatus.
The process of winding coils for head
telephones attracted considerable interest,
and other processes in the manufacture of
telephones, such as stamping out the
magnets and the treatment which the
various components undergo before they are
finally assembled as complete telephones.
The wood-working shops were a veritable
hive oi industry, and the machinery employed
was of the most up-to-date nature, enabling
mass production of nigh-class cabinet work.
All wood work is polished by means of
spraying, and practically no hand polishing
is undertaken.
Another department which attracted com
siderable interest was the shop where loud
speakers were being produced, in particular
the skill of the operator engaged in spinning.
the metal flares of loud speakers.
Naturally in a brief reference to this visit
it is not possible to do anything like justice
to the various sections, even if attention
is confined to the wireless departments alone.
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Loiid-speaher horns passing through the polishing shop.

Assembling loud-speakers from finished components.
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A.C
MAINS
FOR FILAMENT HEATING AND PLATE CURRENT.
By E. H, Turle, A.M.I.E.E.
IT is of first importance with valve
sets, to have sources of H,T. and L.T.
current that shall be both invariably
available, and further, of constant voltage
within narrow limits. Provided access to
alternating current supply mains can be
arranged there need be neither difficulty nor
expense in accomplishing this.
For the H.T. or anode current provision
should be made for the maximum number of
valves ever in use at 1-5 railliamperesper H.F.
valve plus 2-0 for the detector valve and
for each L.F. valve, if of the ordinary " R "
type, 2-5, but this last figure should be
increased two or three times if L.F. valves
of the power type such as " L.S.3," or similar,
are used. With a set comprising seven
" R " valves (4-V-2), this only totals 13-0
milliamperes, and under usual conditions,
is actually far less. Allowing for an average
use equivalent to three valves for 40 hours
per week, this gives a net capacity of
0-22 ampere hours,
A voltmeter, however, is almost a necessity,
and this should be of the moving coil type
and preferably read from 0-130 volts. The
current consumption of a voltmeter of this
range being no less than about 50 milliamperes, allowance must be made in the
H.T. service accordingly, but as there is
no need to have it continuously in circuit
provided it is available at any instant by
merely closing a switch, an increase from
0*22 to about 0*3 ampere hours per week
should suffice.
This is a very small amount of current,
and being spread over a period of 40 hours
it is not practicable to draw it from the
A.C. supply as and when it is required,
except at a very low overall efficiency,
and also the necessity of eliminating the
A.C. hum is rendered more difficult so that
the final efficiency is usually less than
0-5 per cent. This difficulty can be met
by employing a block of H.T. accumulators
of very small capacity, and providing for
recharging them in a manner obviating
any need for interruption of reception while
so doing. A type comprising thirty in.

diameter tubes recessed into a block of
wood impregnated with paraffin wax will
suffice, is obtainable at a similar cost to
good dry cells and such 60-volt units have
a capacity of about 0-5 ampere hours.
Preferably there should be two or three of
these units, particularly if a loud speaker
is to be used, and with some types of power
valves requiring high anode potentials,
it may be desirable to have three or even
four of such units. Two units will give
a normal working voltage range up to 120
volts, available in steps of approximately
2 volts. The A.C. voltage required for charging this H.T. accumulator battery should
be 100 multiplied by the number of 30 cell
(60 volt) units, and if this does not coincide

Fig. 1. The rectifier for obtaining H.T, from
A.C. mains, consisting of boiling tubes carrying
electrodes of lead and aluminium and containing a
solution of ammonium phosphate. The liquid is
covered with a layer of paraffin.
with the voltage of the supply available,
a suitable transformer—preferably doublewound—must be procured or made up, to
step up or down as may be required.
Fig. 1 shows a simple type of rectifier
for converting the alternating current into
direct current pulsations, constructed from
in, diameter by bins, hard glass test
tubes (boiling tubes) spaced apart and
arranged in two rows. In each test tube are
two electrodes, one cut from sheet lead
(12 gauge) to form a plate 5| ins. by 2% ins.
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length of i in, wide connecting strip extending from the top and also an electrode
g| ins. by 9 ins., or equal, cut from sheet
lead {No, 12 gauge), with a similar connecting strip.
The internal resistance must be reduced to
a minimum so that the rectifier may operate
without appreciable heating, for this, if
not freely dissipated by convection within
the liquids will itself increase the resistance,
giving rise to further heating, and a vicious
cycle is set up.
The aluminium electrode is bent to form
a cylinder of 2} ins. diameter, and this is
surrounded by a sheet of the wood separators
specially prepared for accumulators and
procurable from their makers.
These
separators are
about 1/16 in.
thick, and are
Lbest handled in
|||
ilii
a wel^ water^
^ ^^

of water-logged
In view of the

nected on the D.C. side meanwhile, and this
should finally read 32 to 35 volts, while on
open circuit. If desired, a higher voltage
up to no volts A.C. may be finally applied
to ensure that the film formed on the electrodes is complete. Charging is started by
closing S6 (Fig. 3) at H, and usually commences at about 3 amperes, gradually increasing to about 10 amperes, but can be
reduced by throwing S6 over to position L,
and the accumulator is benefited by reducing
the rate as soon as gassing commences.
In hot weather the current - passed by the
rectifier is somewhat increased, and in cold
weather the reverse, but as portable accumulators have pasted plates a rate as low
even as 1 ampere would recharge if continued
without
inter-

$
j/f&jlr

^
l
1
' J ^
monium phos'..H - ^
'.ifying outfit in use.
The ammeter
phate required
Fig. 4. The complete rectifying
and the cost
in Fig. 3 has its
(3s. 3d. per lb.) of the. neutral salt, the com- terminals bridged by a switch S6 connected
mercial quality of this salt is used dissolved in by No. 26 D.C.C. wire of a length selected
perfectly cold water and carefully strained. by trial so as to cause the readings to be
Eight gallons will suffice for over 3,000 exactly halved when the switch is closed.
ampere hours. Finally a layer of half a Thus two scales are available, o to 6 and
gallon of clean paraffin is floated on the top o to 12 amperes.
of the solution in each jar, or even a gallon
The photograph, Fig. 4, shows both
in each should space permit.
rectifiers in service, the large four-cell L.T.
Before the rectifier will function the on the floor with the transformer in the
requisite electro-chemical film must be formed corner, and the eight-cell H.T. rectifier hung
under application of the alternating current under the shelf with its control board to the
(at 25 volts). The rectifier will be more left and the accumulators to the extreme right.
efficient if the forming is conducted at a
The above system is not expensive to
slow rate. For the first hour a lamp should install or maintain, and by means of it a
be used as a resistance in series to check consumption of 100 ampere hours L.T.
the first rush and the full 25 volts applied and 1,000 milliampere hours H.T. are availfor at least six hours continuously thereafter. able at a total cost of fourpence where the
Nothing beyond a voltmeter may be con- supply is at twopence per B.O.T. unit.
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It may be objected against the simple
homodyne circuit described above that it
involves the coupling of an oscillating
circuit to the aerial. So indeed it does, but
it must be remembered that a necessary
condition of the operation of the circuit is
that the oscillation induced in the aerial
shall be of sufficiently small intensity to be
completely controlled by the carrier wave
of the received transmission. The perfect
synchronism thus automatically maintained
is a guarantee against the possibility of
interference with neighbouring aerials. The
circuit is in fact less likely to cause interference than direct reaction on to the aerial
which has now been made permissible.
The above is of course only an outline of
the homodyne circuit and its application.
Further developments can be left to experimenters. In cases where the aerial received
oscillations are not sufficiently powerful to
control the local oscillations a preliminary
stage of tuned anode high frequency amplification can be employed as shown in Fig. 5.
The writer's experiments were carried out

February 20, 1924

at a distance of about twelve miles from 2 LO
with a not particularly efficient standard
aerial and under these conditions the received
strength was ample to control the local
oscillations and to give comfortably loud

Fig. 3.
reception in head telephones, or, with one
stage of low frequency amplification, medium
intensity on a loud speaker.
With this introduction the writer leaves
the subject in the hope that further applications will be found for a principle that
appears to him to be rich in possibilities.

COMPACT VALVE RECEIVER.
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Aerial and plate circuit tuning is effected by interchangeable Jolding variometers and a variable
condenser. Filament current is regulated by means of a barretter tube. The valve is protected by
being partially enclosed and the body of the instrument is of pressed metal.
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CONTROL

A USEFUL DEVICE FOR FILAMENT SWITCHING AT A DISTANCE.
By J. F. Payne.
IT was desired to be able to switch on
and oft a valve receiving set installed in
a shed at some distance from the house
where the actual " listening in " took
place.
As there are, no doubt, many
radio enthusiasts faced with the same
problem, the writer's solution may prove of
interest.
The only switching necessary was that of
the filament current, and it was, of course,
impracticable to carry filament circuit leads
from the accumulators to the house. The
obvious alternative was the use of a relay.

it is retained in place by the action of the
permanent magnet.
The relay is operated by two push buttons ;
one is pressed to switch on and the other toswitch off. The control box containing
these two buttons is seen to the right in the
photograph. The box also contains jacks
into which telephones or a loud speaker can
be plugged. Of course, this system necessitates five wires (three for the relay and two
for the telephones) being run from the
receiver to the house, but as they need only
be bell wire they can be run very incon-

The relay is constructed from the action of a polarised bell, the armature causing wires to dip into mercury
filled cups. The push buttons pull the contacts on and off, whilst the three holes are jacks for telephones
or loud speakers.
The relay was constructed from the movement of a- telephone bell. These bells are
designed for ringing by alternating current
and by suitable use of the two actuating coils
it was found that the line (or operating)
current need only be used to move the
armature, and could then be switched off.
The armature stops in contact with the pole
to which it was last attracted, due to the fact
that both it and the cores of the bobbins are
polarised by a permanent magnet. In other
words, after the armature has been moved

spicuously. In the writer's case two accumulators are controlled (one for the detector
valve and the other for the L.F. amplifier),
but in most instances one will be used, thus
necessitating only one set of contacts on
the relay and simplifying its construction.
For instance, the wire connector may be
attached directly to the " tongue " without
the use of the piece of ebonite fitted by
the writer.
The contacts are made from ordinary
crystal cups containing mercury bridged by
c
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TRANSMISSIONS.

A REPORT OF THE MORE RECENT AMATEUR ACHIEVEMENTS,
^

TRANSATLANTIC experimental
working between amateur stations
of the United States, Canada and
Ja. Great Britain continues, with
further successes each week, and although
January did not prove an ideal month for
^uch work, new records were set up.

or two British stations have been received
at loud speaker strength on two valves;
on one occasion the signals were audible 30 ft.
from the telephones. These results are very
encouraging, and, judging from the recent
successes obtained by amateurs all over the
world, the day is not very far distant when

ttlttttl
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Station 2 NM at Caterham and operated by Mr. Gerald MaTcii.se. It %s one of the successful transatlantic
stations, and is reported to have been heard in Algiers, Palestine and Egypt.
U.S.A. station 9 AZX, Marion, Indiana, stations in Australia and England will be in
has been in touch with British 2 KF, 2 OD, touch.
2 SH, and this is a record for distance, being
Already signals from at least two Australian
something over 4,000 miles from London. stations have been heard by amateurs in
French 8 AB has been logged by several southern U.S.A., these signals being on
stations in Washington and Oregon, on the wavelengths of 200 metres and above, while
Pacific Coast, but has not succeeded in many stations in the American Sixth District
conducting two-way working with them to (California) are regularly heard by enthusiasts
date.
in Australia and New Zealand with comThere is no doubt that reception of the parative ease on two valve receivers.
shorter wave signals is showing great
The latest American success reported is
improvement both here and in America, this the direct working across the Pacific Ocean,
being confirmed by a letter from U1 XW between U 7 HG, Tacoma, Washington, and
(ex 1 MO), who states that signals from one JPJU, Tokio, Japan. A message sent by

6r»6
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the latter was copied and acknowledged by
7 HG, although interference by atmospherics was very bad at the time. The
power employed by the U.S.A. station was
ioo watts, and the distance 4,600 miles
entirely over water.
This achievement, however, is totally
eclipsed by recent tests between stations
2 BM at Sydney, Australia, and 4 A A, New
Zealand, when the former covered the
intervening 1,500 miles with the ridiculous
input of 0-5 of a watt. This sounds absurd,
but nevertheless is an established fact, and
actually happened. Again, the distance is
entirely over water, which may explain the
remarkable result to a great extent. Of

in touch with four or five British stations,
and also worked with PCIIand French 8 CT.
1DBI was also successful in receiving telephony from G 2 KF, and was able to understand perfectly several remarks made by the
British station, whose speech and C.W. was
reported as being clear and good.
Further experiments are being made in
this direction, and both stations are confident
of future successes with telephony. The
American stated that he was using a roughlymade receiver which was certainly not
designed for reception of speech, and he
termed it a " cracker box " receiver. Several
stations in England are to be heard in regular
communication with U.S.A., and every day

The transmitting equipment of 1 MO {also known as 1 XM). The station is operated by Mr. K. B. Warner,
Editor of " Q.S.TS^ and Secretary of the American Radio Relay League. It was the firs. American station
to establish working with European amateurs.
course, regular working between amateur
stations only a mile or so away would not be
reliable using such power, but it appears that
these two stations are able to communicate
in almost any weather conditions, using only
a very few watts of power.
Sunday morning, February 10th, proved
to be ideal as regards weather conditions,
but so many stations were working that the
jamming on both sides of the Atlantic was
very bad. American, French, Dutch and
British amateur stations were all in communication at various times between midnight and 7 a.m,, and some very useful work
was carried out. American 1 BDI, Orono,
Maine, who is now one of the most powerful
of the stations working with Europe, was

others are added to the list, which now
includes 5 KO and 2 KW.
G 2 OD and Canadian 1 BO for many
mornings worked to schedule, and there were
only two or three occasions on which twoway working was impossible. 1 BQ is by
far the most consistent of the Canadians,
who now include 2 BN. 1DD, 1 BQ and 3 BP.
In Europe much useful work is taking
place, and 7 OF, of Copenhagen, although
still weak, has effected, on two occasions,
two-way working with G 2 KF.
Italian ACD, Bologna, on the Adriatic
Coast, has succeeded in working with U.S.A.
without any pre-arranged schedule. The
signals are received very strongly in London,
This station has also worked with 2 KF and
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2 NM, and has received telephony from both
these stations. He also reports telegraphy
from 2 AW, 2 BN. 2 FO, 2 FN. 2 OD,
2 PC, 2 WJ, 5 AT, 5 BN, 5 BV, 5 BY,
5NN, 5 ON, 5 WR, 6 XX, 6 YA. His
receiver consists of two valves arranged as
detector and note magnifier, which seems to
be the most popular combination for short
wave distance working. The address of
this station is Adriano Ducati, 3 via
Garibaldi, Bologna, and he is anxious to
receive reports from British amateurs.
WNP, the Bowdoin, the ship of the
McMillan Arctic Expedition, is yet to be
heard by British amateurs, and from reports
received through 1 XW, his signals are very
weak at the present time, even to the
Northern Canadian amateurs. The wavelength of the Bowdoin is still around 200
metres, which is unfortunate, for were he to
drop to the 150 metre region his chances of
reaching us might be greater.
Recent observations taken during these
very short wave experiments show that not
only do the signals travel well over both
land and water, but there is a marked
absence of " swinging," and the incoming
signal maintains almost the same strength
throughout a whole transmission. It also
appears that when the barometer commences
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Another feature is the sharpness of tuning
and ease with which the receiving station

Transmitter 2 SZ at the Mill Hill School, which works
with several American and Canadian stations. The
installation is by Mr. O. W. Goyder. This is the first
transatlantic success of the Schools Radio Society,
which is a section of the Radio Society of Great Britain.

Apparatus at 5 I'R (llford) used for C'.W. and
telephony working with Belfast. Power as low as
2£ waits has been successfully used for communicating
over the distance.
to fall, the strength of the American signals
increases, and the same thing applies on the
other side.

can tune out interference, and read the
desired signal. A metre or two either way,
and the incoming signal, if the transmitting
station is properly tuned, will be lost entirely.
This, of course, does not apply in the case of
loud speech from a local station which covers
a much larger range, but even then the
interference is not nearly so bad as on the
180 to 200 metre band.
It also appears that it is far better to work
on a wavelength below the fundamental of
the aerial with the aid of series condensers
than to reach the shorter waves by shortening
the aerial itself, but this theory is yet to
be proved.
J. A. P.
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A most interesting and instinctive
tion of a four-valve set." The lantern
Wlmiledon Eadio Society.*
evening was concluded by a demonstration
slides, together with the explanation
A lecture on " High Frequency
by
Mr. Wigglesworth, who kindly brought
given
by
the
lecturer,
enabled
the
audience
Currents " was delivered by Mr. C. E. P.
along a three-valve set and loud-speaker.
clearly to understand the way in which
Jones on Friday, February rst. Having
Geu.
Sec., A. Fasstnore, Burnage Works,
coils
are
manufactured
with
the
object
differentiated between high and low
Didsbury, Manchester.
of giving low self-capacity. The lecture
frequency currents, the lecturer proceeded
was
followed
by
questions
and
answers
to explain the vagaries of the former,
Bournville Radio Society.
between the members of the audience,
and spnke of the increase of radiation in
and a discussion of a valve and crystal
Dr. J. R. Ratcliffe gave a most enproportion to the increase of frequency.
reflex
circuit.
joyable lecture on Tuesday,- December
An explanation of the "skin effect"
Hon. Sec,, H. T. P. Gee, 51 and 52,
18th, concerning the arrangement of the
was also given, and the lecturer tlescribed
Chancery Lane, W.C.2.
Eiffel Tower Wireless Station, situated in
how, in line work, it is possible to send
Paris.
The lecture was illustrated by
Northampton
and
District
Amateur
Radio
speech currents (high frequency) along
lantern slides showing views of the Tower
Society.
a condictor and simultaneously, use
grounds,
the beauty of which had been
At
the
Society's
meeting
on
February
tbe conductor for the transmission of
preserved by placing the necessary
4th, the chairman announced the results
telegraphy (low frequency).
buildings
incidental to such wireless
of
a
series
of
"
Megger"
tests
on
the
Hon, Sec., C. G. Stokes, 6, Worple
stations underground. The lecture ininsulating properties of various materials
Avenue, Wimbledon, S.W.19.
cluded an explanation of the Holweck
used in the construction of wireless
valve and pump. Dr. Ratcliffe stated
parts and of apparatus, such as headthat there is a special depot at Eiffel
phones, condensers and grid leaks. The
Falham and Putney Radio Society.*
Tower where English enthusiasts can
accuracy of some of the last-named after
The Flewelling circuit was treated in a
make written enquiries regarding wireless
several years' use and storage was remarkshort lecture delivered by Mr. Soanlon on
telegraphy, and that such enquiries
able. A series of interesting experiments
February 1st. Demonstrations of different
are earnestly invited.
was afterwards performed by Mr. A. J.
types of receiver were given by Messrs.
On Tuesday, January xst, Mr. E. E.
Smith, who compared by means of a
Aland, Galton and Fryson, excellent
Wakeman demonstrated his three-valve
milliammeter the plate currents consumed
results being obtained.
receiving
set (HF, D, LF), which had
by various types of valve under different
Application forms for membership
been constructed from information given
conditions.
can be obtained from the Hon. Sec.,

A

9^4

9

4!

* f

im
m

An efficient experimental panel, belonging to Mr. Norman Harvey, of Thornton Heath. On
substituting a variometer for the left-hand condenser and coil, WGY and KDKA have been
clearly heard, with an aerial 40 feet long, only 8 feet high at free end and 18 feet high at the lead-in.
B. L. Houston, 125, Hurtiugham Road
S.W.6.
Sheffield and District Wiieiess Society.*
Mr. W. Burnet lectured to the Society
on " Modern Wireless Problems," on
February xst. He explained that the
design of an effective receiving set is a
matter of intelligent compromise. A
number of circuits, exhibiting novel
features, were discussed, and apparatus
embodying some of these circuits was
demonstrated at the close of the lecture.
As always, an interesting discussion
ensued.
Hon. See., R. Jakeman, " Wbodville,"
Hope, Sheffield.
Ctoydon Wireless and Physical Society,
At the meeting of the Society held at
the Croydon Catnera Club Room, East
Croydon, on January 14th, 1924. Mr. C.
Creswick Atkinson, gave a lecture,
illustrated by lantern slides and blackboard sketches, on " the construction
of duo-lateral coils as manufactured by
tbe Igranic Company, and the construc-

Hon. Sec., S. H. Barber,
51, College Street. Northampton.
Sale and District Radio Society.
Members of the Society have recently
been busily engaged in the construction
of a six-valve set which is now Hearing
completion. Would-be constructors and
others interested In tbe work ace warmly
invited to join the Society. An excellent
syllabus has been arranged, including
rambles in the summer months. On
January igth the Society paid an interesting visit to 2 ZY.
Hon. Sec., H. Fowler, Wh.Ex.,
A.M.I.M.E,, " Alston," Old Hall Road,
Sale.
Hans Benold, Lid., Social Union (Radio
Section),
A wide field was covered in.a lecture
given on February 3th, by Mr. J. Hands,
on the subject of " Crystal and Simple
Valve Circuits." At tbe conclusion of
his remarks the lecturer was called upon to
answer a number of questions not only
upon the subject in hand but upon
aerials and earth leads.

to the Society by a former lecturer.
Mr. Winkles, of Hall Green, who testified
as to its selectivity.
An enjoyable social evening was held
on Saturday, January 12th.
Asst. Hon. Sec., H. Wightman, Messrs.
Cadbury Bros., Ltd., Bournville
Birmingham.
Radio Section, West Bromwicfc
Engineering Society.
At a special general meeting held on
February xst, a radio section of the above
Society was formed.
Tbe first meeting of the section will
be held on Friday, February 29th, at
y.30 p.m., at the Technical School, when
Dr. J. R. Ratcliffe, President of the
BLrmmgham Wireless Club, will give a
lecture 00 FL, illustrated by lantern
slides.
Particulars of membership May be
obtained from the Hon. Asst. Sec.,
H. C. Richardson, 57, Birmingham iRoad,
West Bromwich.
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B to A the galvanometer readings increased
to a maximum at the earth potential point C
and then decreased.
A circuit used for voltage measurements
is shown in Fig. n, in which a valve voltmeter on Moullin lines is employed. The
readings of the galvanometer G gives a
measure of the P.D. between the grid and
filament of the valve. The voltmeter was
calibrated on low frequency A.C. A Marconi
" R " valve was used, and, in order to reduce
the capacity to a minimum, no valve holder
was employed, the wires to the valve being
soldered direct on the valve pins. With this
arrangement the best tapping was located
very near the centre of the frame.
The results plotted in Fig. 5 were obtained
with the connections shown in Fig. 12. The
inductance L consisted of a 2,000 ohm earpiece, An " R" valve was used in an
ebonite valve holder. Readings of the
galvanometer G were taken as a measure of
the P.D. between grid and filament, and
these readings were reduced to a voltage
basis by comparison with the voltmeter of
Fig. 11, the two circuits being connected in
parallel for this purpose. It was noticed
that there was an appreciable loss of voltage
due to the ebonite valve holder.
A reflex circuit, which oscillated easily
when connected across the whole frame, was
perfectly stable when connected to the earth
point. of the frame, and the speech was
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The control board at WGY.
clearer.
The relative signal
strengths were estimated by
shunting the telephones in the
plate circuit. Signals disappeared
with a 20 ohm shunt on the whole
frame, but were quite clear with
the same frame tapped at the
earth point near the centre.

THE CONTROL AT WGY,

Control equipment used Jor outside transmissions broadcast
from WGY.

The illustrations show the
equipment used at WGY (Schenectady) for bringing into operation
the studio or external microphones. Signalling lamps between
transmitter and studio are fitted
to the connector panel. Amplification control is also provided.
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ANOTHER APPLICATION
NEON

OF

THE

LAMP.

A USEFUL PLATE CURRENT REGULATOR FOR D.C, MAINS.
The use of lamps and smoothing circuits for providing suitable plate current
voltages for D.C. supply mains is well known. In this article a neon lamp
is introduced in series between the supply and the receiver for the purpose
of limiting the current. It also serves as an indicator for fluctuations in
plate current due to signals or oscillation, which produce a change in the
brightness of the glow.
By J. F. Payne.
from the fact that all switches are in this
principle used is that of lead, but methods of testing for this have
dropping the excess volts across a
neon tube (or " Osglim " lamp), been mentioned in this journal from time to
- i_ together with a smoothing and time. (One can generally get a shock from
filter circuit. The unit can be made up
very compactly, as shown in the photograph,
and the actual cost did not exceed 15s.
The values of the condensers are 3 mfd. on
the input side and 2 mfd. on the output side.
The chokes are of the well-known " Fullerphone " type. They are iron-cored, and
have a resistance of 500 ohms.
Two different output voltages are available,
depending upon the way in which the lamp
is inserted in the holder. High voltage
(60-70 volts) is obtained when the glow is
round the large electrode, while when the
glow appears to be round the small electrode
a voltage of about 50 is obtained.
A circuit diagram is given, and it will be
seen that the assembly of the unit is within
the scope of the veriest novice, calling for no
difficult constructional work.
It is necessary when using this arrangement to either use a counterpoise system or
put a condenser (say 2 mfd.) in series with
the earth lead of the receiver. Even if you
have ascertained which side of the mains is
earthed, on no account bring either of them
in contact with the receiving earth. More
null be said with reference to this point later.
It is advisable to have the neon tube in the
live side of the mains. It will be noticed from
the circuit diagram that one input terminal
is marked "live" and the other "dead."
11.T. feed apparatus for use on direct current
This does not indicate which is positive or
supply mains.
which negative. If the negative side of the
the
live
side
to
earth!). For finding the
mains is earthed, then one can consider that
the live output terminal is the positive one, positive and negative lead one can make use
but if the supply mains have a positive earth of pole-finding paper or a glass of acidulated
then the dead output terminal is positive. water, when gas is more freely liberated from
The live wire can generally be ascertained the negative than the positive.
if
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With this system it has been found that
the slight hum due to commutator ripple
does not prove at all troublesome, even when

and all that will happen is that the neon
lamp will light to full brilliancy.
I am sure that many who install this system
will resolve never again to be bothered by
H.T. batteries. Apart from its freedom
from trouble and expense, experimenters will
find a great deal of interest in investigating
the behaviour of the neon tube. For
instance, with a detector and two stages of
L.F. amplification it is possible, with the
telephones out of circuit, to " sight read "
loud C.W. stations by the fluctuations in H.T.
current drawn through the tube. The lamp
FULCfi«PH'«S CHOKE

fULL£HPHONr CHOKE
Circuit connections of smoothing set.
also furnishes an indication as to whether
the receiving circuit is oscillating or not.
It is generally advised that when the neon
tube is used for wireless work the balancing
resistance should be taken out of the cap.
In fact, the manufacturers are now supplying
lamps in which no resistance is included.
For the particular use mentioned here,
however, it is found that the resistance is
necessary. Its omission sometimes causes
the lamp to discharge intermittently at a
fairly low frequency, giving rise to a troublesome noise in the telephones.
The underside of the panel, showing the layout
and method of mounting the chokes and condensers.

STATION 2 HF.

using two stages of low-frequency amplification. For loud speaker work on broadcasting the system is idea!, and dry battery
noises are eliminated. Omission of the
series earth condenser will make the hum
more prominent, hence the warning not to
earth the mains. With reference to the
advice to insert the neon tube in the live
(or unearthed side) of the mains, it will be
seen that with this arrangement one automatically guards against any damage being
done in the event of accidentally earthing
the H.T. lead. It is impossible, also, to
burn out valve filaments by a wrong connection of the H.T. source, as the neon tube
is rated at 5 watts, and will not pass more
than 50 milliamperes on full load. One may
short circuit the output terminals of the unit

Operated by Mr. W. Q. Gold and located at
Four Oaks. This station has worked with
Italian 1 MT.
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potential either -f or —, and if this potential the grid because by increasing or decreasing
be negative, the circle will represent a its potential, we increase or decrease the
region of repulsion to the electrons leaving radius of our hypothetical circles, thus
the filament; the greater the grid potential varying the space through which the anode
the larger the radius of the circle. Now if pull can act. The case of the valve with the
we suppose the grid to be at a certain larger number of turns in the gi id is indicated
negative potential, in amount, as indicated by Fig. yB, where it is seen, that for the
same grid potential as before (the circles
being the same diameter), only very few
electrons can get through to the anode,
and hence the anode current will be very
A
small. It is further seen that a further
©
O
O
O
slight increase in negative grid potential
would put up a complete barrier between
the filament and anode through which no
electrons could penetrate, and thus the
anode current would be zero. Fig. 7 also
shows
that in the close grid, valve, the grid
B ©00©©©©
will have a greater control over the anode
current than in the case of the open turns,
in that less negative grid voltage is required
to stop the anode current, and this means
Figs. 1A and S.
that the magnification factor of valve B
is greater than that of valve A, for ;is we
by the circles of Fig. 7A, we see that there have already seen, the magnification factor
are still spaces through which the pull is defined as that voltage which, if applied
of the anode can act, and thus a certain to the anode, produces the same change in
number of electrons will be drawn through anode current as does one volt on the grid,
to the anode, although, due to its opposing that is to say, it is the index of the relative
force, none will reach the grid. Furthermore, effects on the anode current of grid and plate
the anode current will still be controlled by potentials.

^FF-'Hr

A neatly arranged transmitting and receiving oulfit. The tuner and amplifying panel are standard Fur ride pt
equipment whilst the transmitting apparatus has been speciaUyldesigned. A station so carefully ret cut is
convenient to manipulate, and good results are obtainable by reason of the fact that tuning adjustments and
peculiarities are constant and can be memorised. The location is Eltham, London, S.E.
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" RESULTS."
SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE DESIGN OF A RECEIVER.
By Sydney Burns.
SPHERE was a time when a wireless
enthusiast's claim to experimentalist status was readily established
■IL providing he displayed an aptitude
for the rapid sketching of receiving circuits
upon the back of old envelopes, and so long
as those diagrams did not fail to satisfy two
fundamental requirements—the inclusion of
as many amplifying stages as the size of the
envelope would permit and an intricate
and awe-inspiring schematic arrangement.
More often than not, a query as to whether
or no the diagram had been tried out by the
draughtsman would have caused embarrassment to any but a wireless " fan," and it
goes without saying that very many of
these arrangements of apparatus were quite

unsuited to moderately skilled manipulation
•—indeed, some of them were quite unworkable.
In this respect there has been a noticeable
change during the last few months, and to
be fashionable nowadays is to express
unbounded confidence in those circuits
which embody unusual arrangements of
single valve or crystal and by means of
which it is said to be practicable—at times—
to receive telephony over great distances
and telegraphy from almost anywhere.
In this class may be placed those reflex,
dual-amplification circuits about which we
nowadays hear so much.
Now the level-headed fellow—surely the
majority of wireless enthusiasts are such—•

The five-valve receiver constructed by the author.
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SOME

USEFUL

A Filament Resistance.
A new filament resistance of good design is shown
in the accompanying photograph. It is built up
from moulded parts and has a good clean finish.

COMPONENTS.
its operation according to the purpose for which
it is required.
It is possible, for instance, to remove the screws
which operate the switch blades and insert them
so that various combinations of contacts are
provided.
Condenser or Variometer Dial.
Ebonite and metal dials are quite familiar to us
for the adjustment of condensers and variometers,
though these have, of course, a dull appearance
when compared with the one shown, which has a
white ivorine scale.

(Courtesy Gaston E. Marbaix.)
Filnmanl resistance with vernier.
It is simple in construction, being assembled from
a minimum number of components.
Provision is made for attaching it to panels of
various thicknesses, whilst a vernier is provided
so that the resistance can be used with soft valves
where the filament current is likely to be critical.
.sr

u

(Courtesy Gaston E. Marbaix.)
White ioorine scale.
It has a very good appearance when mounted
on an ebonite panel, and the engraving is easier
to read than when in the more usual form of white
figures on a black ebonite ground.
This dial has a hard shiny surface and retains
its clean, white surface.

{Coactevy Steeling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.)
Adjustable barrel switch.
Multi Contact Switches.
When it is desired to alter the
circuit arrangement of a valve
receiving set, it is necessary to
use a switch having a large number
of contacts, and care must be
taken to ensure that no losses
occur owing to the manner in which the leads are
brought together.
The barrel type of switch is probably the most
useful for the purpose, for it is possible to adapt

Variable Grid Leak.
The design of a variable grid leak presents many
difficulties. A leak must to some extent be capable
of calibration and remain of constant resistance
value in operation. From the section it can be
seen that a brass stem advances into an enlarged
portion of the ebonite tube. The hollow in the

(Courtesy Bretwood.)
Section of variable grid leak.
tube contains a plastic non-drying resistance
material and the area of contact is increased as
the stem is screwed home.
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RECEIVER.

The three-valve receiver is the best of seta for experimental reception.
Tn this short article an experimenter describes the instrument which he
has evolved after several gears' work with various three-valve arrangements.
The tuning unit is dealt with below and the valve equipment will be
described in a subsequent issue.
By S. J. Hex.
MANY amateurs wish to build a is 2\ ins. diameter and is wound with No. 24
really useful and efficient re- double silk-covered wire. Tappings are
ceiver for general reception, and taken off at the 25th, 35th, 45th, 55th, 70th,
it is the intention of the writer 90th, 115th, 170th, and 200 th turns. This
to give in this article a few tips on the coil is tuned by a o-ooi mfd. condenser
which can be
construction of
:
!—-1 connected
such a set.
—
either in series
The set herein
described is a
or parallel by
three-valve remeans of the
ceiver, embody^
^
fl.lh ib
small
switch
ing one H.F.
I
shown between
the two conamplifier, valve
detector and
densers. This
one L.F. ampliswitch is a confier. This comHpfH
verted Dewar
bination is contype. The thin
sidered
ideal
blades
were
for the experitaken out and
menter on acHm
the back cut off
at the base.
count of the
simple way in
m
Two angle
which one high
pieces
were
frequency valve
fitted and four
can be efficient" U " shaped
ly operated.
contacts
solThe
tuner
dered to 4 B.A.
and amplifier
screws which
are built as
are
then
separate units
screwed
into
and are coni|H
the ebonite
tained in Mark
base.
This
111 boxes which
makes an effiwere obtained
cient and inexcheaply ex disWM
pensive switch
posal
board.
H
suitable for all
Loose coupled
radio frequency
tuning is utilwork.*
The
The
fu ef unit.
unit
The tuner
ised up to i ,800
closed circuit
metres and an
consists of a
ordinary single circuit on wavelengths above former 3I ins. in diameter wound with
this up to 30,000 metres. The two cylindrical No. 24 D.S.C., tappings being taken off
ebonite coils seen in the centre of the underside at the 20th, 30th, 40th, 47th, 55th,
of ihe tuner panel are the short wave aerial
* See The Wireless World, and Radio Review,
tuning inductance and closed circuit induc- p. 200, May l^th, 1923, for further details of this
tance respectively. The aerial inductance switch, by E. E, Bramall.

Circuit diagram of connections showing
the action of the switches for changing
over from short to long wave tuning.
Connections of tuner unit. C and D, front and back connections
of moving reaction coil holder. E and F, front and back connections of fixed coil holder. 6 and H represent respectively the
start of closed circuit inductance and start of aerial tuning
inductance.
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65th, 80th, iioth, 145th. and 170th
turns. This coil is tuned by a 0-0005 mfd.
condenser placed in parallel. The tappings
are connected to the switch studs by means
of Litzendraht wire which by reason of its
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The secondary coil slides over the primary
on two glass or brass rods which are supported by ebonite pillars at one end and a
piece of wood at the other, and the coupling is
controlled by the knob seen in centre of
the panel. The knob actuates an arm to
the end of which is attached a link piece.
The latter is connected to the end of the
secondary coil and pulls the coil backwards
and forwards on the rods and so provides
the necessary change in the degree of
coupling. To enable the secondary coil to
slide along the rods, suitable guide pins are
necessary and these were made by fitting a
pair of 5 EhA. screws at each end of the
former and spacing them about 1/16 in.
more than the diameter of the rods.
Changing over to long waves arranges a
coil holder in circuit and completely dis, , ,r,
„
,
connects the short wave inductances and
An adapted" Dewar switch.for
,
. ■
,
t,
. ,
closed clrcult
in high frequency circuits.
condenser. The same aerial
Another arm with pair of contacts
condenser however remains and by which
is fitted on the near side.
the long wave plug-in coils are tuned. The
connections for this switch can be easily
followed out in the circuit diagram. Reaction
flexibility is very durable.
Some little for long waves may be obtained by plugging
trouble may be experienced in soldering suitable coils in the holder seen to the
this wire but if each strand be carefully right of the aerial coil holder. This is
cleaned and a short piece of say No. 38 wire pivotted and rotates through 180 degs. to
wound round the bunch, the soldering give the necessary coupling. An alternative
operation becomes simple, using a trace of method of generation is adopted in the
" Fluxite " and a not over-heated iron.
amplifier and will be described later.
(To be concluded.)
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The transmitting and receiving apparatus at 2 JP, operated by Mr. M. G. Elhson and
located in Yorkshire.
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As the result of a vote, the York Education arranged by 8 EB, the times of transmission being
Committee has ruled out a scheme permitting as follows :—Wednesdays, 8 to 8.15 p.m. ; Saturschools to install wireless sets for educational days, 7 to 7.15 p.m., 8 to 8,15 p.m., 10 to 10.15 p.m.
purposes. It is consoling to note that the majority Reports of reception of these signals by British
amateurs will be welcomed and may bo addressed
against consisted only oil one.
*
#
»
»
to M. Clayeux, c/o the office of this Journal.
With the prospect of a relay broadcasting station
at an early date, wireless licences are being issued Proposed High-Power Broadcasting Station.
We understand that the B.B.C. contemplates
in Edinburgh at the rate of over a hundred a week.
#
#
•
*
the erection of a high-power broadcasting station
The Irish Bail has accepted the interim report of m the vicinity of London, to operate on a wavethe Committee on Broadcasting in the Irish Free length of 1,600 metres. Preliminary experiments
State. The report advocates vigorous national are to be conducted at ChelmsfoxdIt is understood that the object of the projected
control of the new service.
station would be to cover all areas in the country
#
♦
#
*
now inadequately served.
Permission has been granted by the PostmasterAnother Transmitting Record ?
An amateur transmission over 9,000 miles is General for the establishment of such a station
claimed in a letter received by Mr. S. K. Lewer for experimental purposes only, and before a
(6 LJ) from American 1 SN, who states that Ins permanent licence were issued the Government
signals have been heard by Z4 A A, in New Zealand. would require to be satisfied that no interference
would take place with the official services.
1 SN employed four 5-watt valvesLow Wavelength Amateur Transmissions.
An opportunity of receiving signals on between
40 and 50 metres is afforded by French 8 EB,
owned by M. Aim© Clayeux, of Moulins (Allier).
A series of teats on the above wavelength has been

New Relay Stations.
The B.B.C. announces the following call signs
for new relay stations to be erected in the near
future :—Plymouth, 5 PY ; Edinburgh, 2 EH ;
Leeds, 2 LS ; Liverpool, 6 LV ; and Hull, 2 HU.
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This somewhat uninspiring view depicts the site of the Plymouth relay broadcasting station, now in course of
erection. The two disused smoke stacks, which are situated at the highest part of the town, will form
excellent "masts."
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Bristol and District Radio Society.
A lecture of absorbing interest was
delivered on February 8th, by the
President of the Society, Prof. A. M.
Tyndall, D.Sc,
The subject of the lecture was " Oscillations," and the crowded audience was
greatly interested, not only in the
lecturer's remarks but in the experiments
which served to illustrate the discourse.
In closing his remarks. Prof. Tyndall
paid tribute to the work done by English
scientists — especially mentioning
Richardson—to whom we are in great
part indebted for our present knowledge
of wireless matters.
Hon. Sec., A. S. Harvey, 6, Woodleaze,
Sea Mills, Shirehampton, Bristol.

On Thursday, February 21«i, HJi.H. ike Prince of Wales visited
Mill Hill School, and evinced great interest in the transmitting
apparatus of Mr. C. W. Ooyder (2 SZ) who has recently communicated
with American and Canadian amaieurs. In our photograph the
Prince is seen conversing with Mr. Ooyder.
North Middlesex Wireless Club.*
Every experimenter in the field of
wireless communication encounters difficulties about which he desires to exchange
views with his fellow enthusiasts or to
seek advice from someone more expert
than himself.
It was with a view to affording immediate help in such matters that the
Committee of the North Middlesex
Wireless Club decided to hold an informal
meeting devoted to " Doubts and Difficulties."
This meeting, which was a thorough
success, took place on February 6th last.
A small committee of the Club's experts
was formed to give advice and members
were invited to ask questions.
There was no dearth of questions,
which were ably dealt with by Messrs.
Holton and Forbes, assisted by other
members, and among points of discussion
were the design of aerials, accumulator
management, switching devices, _ transformer v, choke coupling in L.F. circuits,
and the testing of ebonite.
Hon. Sec., H. A. Green, roo, Pellatt
Grove, Wood Green, N.22.
The Barking and District Radio Society.
The Society continues to make good
progress and the membership is increasing
weekly. With the change of headquarters to the Station Hotel, much more
suitable and comfortable accommodation
has been arranged, there being seating
accommodation for at least 150 members.
With the installation of a 5-valve experimental panel much instructive work can
be carried through, and with the arranged programme of a series of interesting
lectures, it is hoped that considerable
local support will be forthcoming.
Hon. Sec., M. C. Willett, 16, Monteagle
Avenue, Barking.

Port Sunlight Radio Club.
The members of the Port Sunlight
Radio Club, who possess an eight-valve
receiving set, made special arrangements
on, Wednesday, February 6th, to hoid an
experimental dance. ' The music was
provided by the Manchester Broadcasting
Station, and transmitted to a series of
loud speakers fixed in a central position
in one of the halls of the Staff Training
College at Port Sunlight. A most
successful evening was Spent by about
a hundred members and friends.
At the conclusion of the dance music,
Manchester sent " Greeting to the Port
Sunlight Club and best wishes for the
success of the radio dance you have
arranged for this evening."
So successful was the experiment of
" Wireless dancing " that the Committee
of the Ciub have decided to arrange an
open dance in one of the larger halls in
Port Sunlight, having proved that the
apparatus as fixed gave ample volume for
even the biggest hail in the place.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS,
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 27th.
Radio Society Of Great Britain. At 6 p.m. {tea at 5.30). At the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, " A Practical Demonstration of the Applications of the Cathode Ray
Oscillograph." By Mr. N. V. Kipping.
Edinburgh and District Radio Society. At 8 p.m. At 117 George Street, Lecture:
" The Human Ear." By Dr. H. Dryerre.
Tottenham Wireless Society. At 8 p.m. At ro, Bruce Grove. Lecture by Mr. F. H.
Haynes (Assistant Editor of The Wireless World and Radio Review).
Clapham Park Wireless and Scientific Society. Testing night.
Fid ham Public Libraries. At 8 p.m. At the Central Library, 598, Folhatn Road.
Lecture: "Wireless and Sound; and The Possibility of Television." By Prof. A. M. Low.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28th.
Hendon Radio Society. At 8 p.m. At, the Society Hut, Brent Works. Practical Evening.
Subject, " Wavemeters and their Use."
Sale and District Radio Society. Lecture by a Visitor.
Dewsbury and District Wireless Society. Lecture: " The Armstrong Super-Heterodyne
Circuit." Bv Mr. F. Dransfield.
Institution of Electrical Engineers. At 6 p.m. (Light Refreshments at s.so.) Ordinary
Meeting. Lecture ; " The Design of Apparatus for the Protection of A.C. Circuits."
By Mr. A. S. FitzGerald. Associate Members.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 29th.
Brockley and District Radio Association. At Gladstone Hall, New Cross Road. Lecturer
from the South London League of Radio Societies.
Sheffield and District Wireless Society. At 7.30 p.m. At the Department of Applied
Science, St. George's Square. Lecture: " Super-Regeneration." By Mr. R. Pritchett,
SATURDAY, MARCH 1st.
Annual Conference 0! Affiliated Societies.—At 2 p.m. At the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, Savoy Place, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2.
, MONDAY, MARCH 3rd.
Ipswich and District Radio Society. At 55, Fonnereau Road. Lecture: " Tuned Anode."
By Mr. J. R. Bird.
Dulwich and District Wireless and Experimental Association. Lecture and Demonstration:
" The Neutrodyne Circuit." By Mr, L. M. Skinner.
Sale and District Radio Society. At 37. School Road. Fault Tracing Competition.
Kingston and District Radio Society. Lecture: " Development and Manufacture of
Thermionic Valves." By the President, Captain S. R. Milliard,
A.M.I.E.E,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5th.
Institution of Electrical Engineers (Wireless Section). At 6 p.m. (light refreshments at
5.30 p.m. At Savoy Place. W.C.c. Lecture: "Development of the Bellini-Tosi
System of Direction-Finding in the British Mercantile Mariae." By Commander
J. A. Slee, C.B.E.. R.N.fRet.), Member.

